
The Exat Cost of Exploring Streets with a CABExtended Abstrat�Alejandro L�opez-Ortizy Sven ShuiererzAbstratA fundamental problem in robotis is to ompute a path for arobot from its urrent loation to a given target. In this paperwe onsider the problem of a robot equipped with an on-boardvision system searhing for a target t in an unknown environ-ment.We assume that the robot is loated at a point s in a poly-gon that belongs to the well investigated lass of polygons alledstreets. In this paper we present the �rst exat analysis of theontinuous angular bisetor (CAB) strategy, whih has beenonsidered several times before, and show that it has a ompet-itive ratio of � 1:6837 in the worst ase.1 IntrodutionFinding a path from a starting loation to a target within agiven sene is an important problem in robotis. A natural andrealisti setting is to assume that the robot has only partialknowledge of its surroundings and that the amount of informa-tion available to the robot inreases as it travels and disoversits surroundings. For this purpose, the robot is equipped withan on-board vision system that provides the visibility map of itsloal environment. The robot uses this information to devise asearh path for a visually identi�able target loated outside theurrent visibility region. A searh strategy is alled -ompetitiveif the path traveled by the robot to �nd the target is at most times longer than a shortest path. The parameter  is alledthe ompetitive ratio of the strategy.As an easily be seen, there is no strategy with a ompetitiveratio of o(n) for senes with arbitrary obstales having a totalof n verties [2℄ even if we restrit ourselves to searhing in asimple polygon. Therefore, the on-line searh problem has beenstudied previously for the ase where the geometry of the terrainis restrited to searhing in speial lasses of simple polygons[4, 5, 8, 16, 17℄.In this paper we study the ontinuous angular bisetor (CAB)strategy to searh in street polygons. In a street P the startingpoint s and the target t are loated on the boundary of P and�This researh is supported by the DFG-Projet "Diskrete Probleme",No. Ot 64/8-2.yFaulty of Computer Siene, University of New Brunswik, NB, E3B5A3, Canada, e-mail: alopez-o�unb.azInstitut f�ur Informatik, Universit�at Freiburg, AmFlughafen 17, Geb. 051, D-79110 Freiburg, FRG, e-mail:shuiere�informatik.uni-freiburg.de

all points in P are visible from some point on the shortest pathfrom s to t.2 Previous WorkThe lass of street polygons was �rst introdued by Klein, andhe was also the �rst to present a searh strategy for streets [9℄.His strategy lad is based on the idea of minimizing the loalabsolute detour. He gives an upper bound on its ompetitiveratio of 1+3=2� (� 5:71), later improved by Iking to 1+�=2+p1 + �2=4 (� 4:44) [6℄.A number of other strategies have been presented sine byKleinberg [10℄, L�opez-Ortiz and Shuierer [13, 14, 15℄, Sem-rau [18℄, Dasgupta et al. [3℄, and Kranakis and Spatharis [11℄.Unfortunately, the analyses of the last two results turned outto be erroneous. The urrently best known ompetitive ratio is� 1:51 [7℄.It is well known that there is no strategy with a ompetitiveratio less than p2 [9℄. In this paper we present the �rst ex-at analysis of the strategy ontinuous angular bisetor (CAB)whih has been onsidered independently by several authorsboth in its ontinuous [3, 12, 15℄ and disrete form [9, 12℄. Weshow that the ompetitive ratio of CAB is � 1:6837. The pre-viously best known upper bound on the ompetitive ratio is2:03 [15℄. L�opez-Ortiz shows a lower bound of � 1:6837 on theompetitive ratio of CAB if only triangles are onsidered [12℄.We show that CAB is no worse even in general streets.CAB is a very natural strategy where the robot walks on aurve suh that, at any moment, the diretion it is faing alwaysbisets its visibility angle. It is somewhat surprising that CABan be analysed exatly as it onsists of hyperboli ars whoselength an not be expressed in a losed form. The importaneof CAB is threefold:� it ompares favourably to most other strategies proposed [9,10, 13, 14, 15℄,� it is a C1-ontinuous strategy, as opposed to all others whihontain bends; thus, a robot may follow a CAB path with-out having to stop, and� is used as a omponent of hybrid strategies for searhing instreets as well as other domains, suh as, for example, tosearh for the kernel of a polygon [8℄.3 Searhing with a CABWe assume that the robot is modeled by a point in a simplepolygon P in the plane. Its start position is s and the position
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sFigure 1: A funnel polygon.of the target is denoted by t, both of whih are verties of P .The following fats are known (see for example [9, 13, 18℄):The ompetitive ratio of most strategies|and, in partiular,CAB|depends only on the ompetitive ratio that they ahievein funnels. A funnel is a street whih onsists of two reex hainsand one line segment. The point ommon to both reex hainsis denoted by s(see Figure 1). The two reex hains end in twoverties ul and ur whose onneting line segment l loses thepolygon. The target t is hidden either at ul or at ur. Lastly, ifa strategy ahieves a ompetitive fator  in funnels, then it aneasily be extended to a -ompetitive strategy for searhing instreets [9℄.While a strategy proeeds, we always denote the most ad-vaned visible point on the left hain with vl and the most ad-vaned visible point on the right hain with vr. Let �p = 6 vlpvr.Suppose that the robot moves from the point p to a point qin the triangle formed by vl, p, and vr. Let � be the angle 6 pvlqand � be the angle 6 qvrp, then the new visibility angle �q at qis given by �q = �p + �+ �.CAB strategy: The robot walks along the urve Csuh that, for all points p on C, the diretion of themotion of the robot (that is the tangent to C in p)bisets the angle 6 vlpvr. [3, 8, 12℄.Note that one of the points vl and vr hanges when the path ofthe robot intersets a line that is ollinear with one of the edgesof the funnel. However, the visibility angle does not hange.Hene, the urve generated by CAB is a C1-ontinuous urveomposed of hyperboli ars with foi at vl and vr. Let d(p; q)be the length of the shortest path from p to q in P and jpqj thelength of the line segment from p to q. The points p that lie onthe path generated by CAB satisfy the equation jpvlj � jpvrj =d(s; vl)� d(s; vr).The analysis proeeds by onsidering a disretization of thebisetor strategy. That is the robot determines the bisetor forits urrent position p and moves a small amount along thatbisetor until it reahes a point p0, where it again determinesthe bisetor and moves on it. Eventually the robot loates thetarget and moves towards it.Note that when the distane traversed in eah bisetor goes tozero, this strategy onverges to CAB. With the aid of trigonom-
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